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Cipher Fall 1.1 released for iOS - Numerical Puzzle Game
Published on 04/26/16
Indie developer, Konstantin Novik today announces Cipher Fall 1.1, an important update to
his math puzzle game for iOS devices. Numerical puzzles are very popular today. Test and
improve your math skills and share your success with friends. Tap symbols on the screen to
make basic arithmetic calculations to achieve the target value. Less taps you make, higher
score you get. Be fast and concentrated! Version 1.1 brings minor gameplay improvements,
and a fix for a high scores issue.
Moscow, Russian Federation - Independent developer, Konstantin Novik today is proud to
announce the release of Cipher Fall 1.1, an important update to his math puzzle game for
iPhone, iPad, and iPod touch devices. Fun for both both for children and adults alike,
Cipher Fall is a puzzle game with some arcade features. Players must tap symbols on the
screen to make basic arithmetic calculations to achieve the target value. Less taps they
make, higher score they get. Also the speed is important too.
The gameplay was inspired by one of the famous movies: The Matrix. Falling symbols and
scoring mechanism require players to make fast decisions like in arcade games. A variety
of different characters on the screen makes Cipher Fall similar to some hidden object
games, a feature of numerical puzzles. The goal of the game is to get the target value
making basic math operations. In spite of the simplicity of the core idea, the mix of
different genres makes the game process quite fascinating and funny.
"Numerical puzzles are very popular today. Such a game as Cipher Fall has a wide
audience," explained Konstantin Novik, product manager. "It allows not only to entertain,
but also to train basic math skills in a funny manner so it should be interesting both for
children and adults alike."
The overall gameplay is very comfortable. Cipher Fall doesn't impose any time
restrictions, so players may take enough time to make decisions. Only their overall score
will be lower if the player isn't fast enough. Players may share achievements with their
friends in social networks. Version 1.1 brings minor gameplay improvements, and a fix for
a high scores issue.
Device Requirements:
* iPhone, iPad, and iPod touch
* Requires iOS 9.0 or later
* 4.7 MB
Pricing and Availability:
Cipher Fall 1.1 is only $0.99, and is available worldwide exclusively through the App
Store in the Games category. The game doesn't include any in-app purchases.
Cipher Fall 1.1:
http://amasoft.biz/main/cipher-fall/
Purchase and Download:
https://itunes.apple.com/app/cipher-fall/id1101989092
Screenshot:
http://a1.mzstatic.com/us/r30/Purple49/v4/75/aa/49/75aa4925-6d0bf003-3b84-e0c5cda68762/screen322x572.jpeg
App Icon:
http://a1.mzstatic.com/us/r30/Purple1/v4/56/9b/ce/569bceb0-9bea-025f-92b4-c55baf0ffb41/icon
175x175.jpeg
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Located in Moscow, Russian Federation, indie developer Konstantin Novik creates different
type of applications to assist and entertain. Copyright (C) 2016 Konstantin Novik. All
Rights Reserved. Apple, the Apple logo, iPhone, iPod and iPad are registered trademarks of
Apple Inc. in the U.S. and/or other countries.
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